Cambridge Festival of Ideas 2017

Saturday October 28th
11.00 – 3pm

ARPILLERAS SPEAK TRUTH

¿Dónde están? © Conflict Textiles

**Arpilleras** came to Cambridge for the first Festival of Ideas in 2008, and have since travelled extensively. Hear more about these fascinating textiles that told the world about the dictatorship in Chile, and inspired new creations in many other countries.

**Festival of Ideas** event, **Saturday October 28th**, 30-minute talk, guided tour and drop in workshop **11am to 3pm**, chat with **Conflict Textiles** curator and arpillera-makers and learn how to make an arpillera doll, no previous sewing skills are required.

This event will close with a **Cuban Contemporary Guitar** concert and live music from South America.

The exhibition will be on display in the seminar room at the Centre for Latin American Studies from September 25 to October 28, 2017.

**Pre-book to view during the week tel. 01223-335398**

Centre of Latin American Studies
Second Floor, Alison Richard Building
7 West Road, Cambridge, CB3 9DT
All Welcome